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MYSELF
 I come from the Gaeltacht area in West Cork.
 Diagnosed when I was 6 months old. My parents knew I was

deaf after my two older sisters. I wore a ‘Body Worn Aid’
when I was a year old.

 Visiting teacher came to my house once a month from when I

was one until four years old.

 Parents taught me through their own language – this

developed our relationship.
 Parents decided to send me to Cork City to school (1-2
hours away from home) as opposed to sending me to a
Mainstream School 5 minutes away(1 teacher to 35 pupils)
Irish language was the medium of communication here.

MY FAMILY LANGUAGE
 Three sisters - Two older girls are also Deaf.
 My parents are non-ISL users. They communicated

with me through speech and body language (family
signs).
 They spoke the Irish language growing up. The same

as my younger sister Deirdre.

CHILDHOOD
Total communication was used at that time.
All the teachers were hearing.
At that time I had no adult Deaf role model.

I love GAA and I am a mad supporter of the Cork

GAA team. I played on a hearing GAA team.

SECONDARY SCHOOL
There was the option for me to go to a mainstream

school close to home, or to the deaf school in Dublin.
I really wanted to go to a mainstream school, and it
caused some arguments at the time.
I wanted to stay close to home because I had the

football and my friends.

Later on… I realised that I had benefited more at St

Joseph’s than ever if I was at Mainstream School.
I worked with Deaf youth in the Irish Deaf Youth
Association (IDYA) from 2003-2008 and I also
worked with the DS3 - DEAF SUPPORT IN
THIRD LEVEL project in Trinity during this time,
and this is an example of a project that engages deaf

3RD LEVEL MAINSTREAMING
First day in College… I was jumping for joy…….
◦ Late for my first class……..
◦ Was thrown by this huge big lecture theatre……
◦ I walked in the back door and thought I could slip in, but the

door must have slammed behind me because everyone turned
and stared at me!
◦ Tried to look inconspicuous and sat down in the middle. Trying
lip-read was just impossible.
I wanted to disappeared back out the door
but I was scared it would just bang again and
they would all know! It was really tough.

‘One Maths Lecturer loved to pick on people and
ask us questions. I would be there, trying to be
invisible, hoping he didn’t ask me because I
didn’t know a thing. Not a thing. If he asked
me, I’d have to turn to one of the others next to
me to ask them to repeat it before I could try to
answer, I don’t think he liked that either. I would
be lost in the new terminology they used. Its all
such a big shock to your confidence.’

 One of our law lecturers would come in to class, no PowerPoint or visual aids,

and just speak for an hour.
 I would be there trying to lip-read him but for me that is just impossible.

Impossible.
 I would look at the notes of the boy next to me, thinking oh this is great I can

just get those to help me. He saw me looking and gave me a dirty look and

hunched over his notes so I couldn’t see them.
 I found out a few weeks later that he thought I was laughing at his English, when

in fact he didn’t know I was Deaf! From then on he became a good mate.

SO,THE MORAL OF THAT STORY IS :
TELL PEOPLE YOU ARE DEAF!

AFTER COLLEGE LIFE
 2.1 Honours Degree at DIT

 College exchange in Madrid
 Worked with Dublin City Council

HOW I GOT INTO TEACHING
Went to the Gambia, West Africa
 Had a rewarding teaching experience

 Loved the job

Applied for the H.dip in Education course at

Trinity College, Dublin
 Got a place on the course
 Teaching practice in St Joseph’s School

Got a job in 2005 after completing my 2.1

Honours H.dip in Education

MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
AS A TEACHER

TEACHING PRACTICE……
 Inspectors did not know ISL so I used my voice and ISL in

the classroom during observations. This is not really
feasible in daily classroom life as ISL and Spoken English
have different grammatical structures.
 One inspector showed concern when I stamped my foot to
get the pupils’ attention. I had to explain that it’s part of
Deaf Culture.
 All the inspectors were impressed by my vast use of visuals
in the classroom while teaching.
 One of the inspectors asked me if he could take over in
teaching in trying to use his own body language to
communicate as he was fascinated in how enthusiastic the
deaf pupils responded to me in the classroom.

WHAT WOULD HAVE MADE LIFE EASIER?
Teachers MUST understand that written/ signed English

and ISL are separate languages and both equally
important.
Teachers should know the rules of each language.
Be patient with each deaf child and with their own
learning paces.
Be open-minded with each of their different learning
ways. (maybe there are no
communication at home?).

TIPS FOR TEACHERS
 Always use visuals


“A picture tell a thousand words”

 Language (In my primary school– teachers always taught language language

LANGUAGE!!)
 Make sure you and your pupils are clear with grammar, vocabulary, verbs etc
 Make sure you and your pupils understand that ISL and written/signed English have

their own different rules
 Speech is very important (It should be started from an early age possible).
 It is so vital that young Deaf people, particularly in the turbulent adolescent years

have access to Deaf role models in their educational environment.

VIDEO ON ONE TO ONE/ GROUP
TEACHING

SOME OBSERVATIONS OF DEAF
 ItEDUCATION
is in the Deaf schools that Deaf children began to mix

with other children that share similar experiences and
the socialisation of Deaf people takes place.
 Some teachers did provide information in ISL when I
was at school, and when they did, we really sat up and
took notice, for it was in those moments that we really
learnt. It is in this environment, I knew that as an adult, a
Deaf adult, I could make a difference
in the
Deaf child’s learning process.

This proved very successful and I was moved by the
number of Deaf students who have approached me
since saying how it has really made them think about
their future life choices.

Knowledge is power and I really want to be a vehicle
to pass this knowledge on.

TEACHER OF THE DEAF
COMPLETED IN 2009

